ReconOT

Global Attack Surface Mapping
for Industrial Organizations

Combining OTORIO’s ReconOT automated attack surface discovery
tool with deep OT-cybersecurity intelligence and analysis

Using its proprietary ReconOT tool, OTORIO delivers a complete
Global Attack Surface Mapping service for industrial organizations
ReconOT is an automatic, passive OT-centric reconnaissance tool for discovering a company’s assets as they are
seen by a potential attacker. The main purpose of ReconOT is to map all Internet facing services provided by a
company, without triggering any alerts on the company’s SOC / Blue team.
ReconOT provides a list of IP addresses connected to the company, prioritized by ease of discovery the complexity
of the service’s exploitation and the severity of the potential impact. The tool runs with zero impact on the services
themselves and requires no preparation by the Customer’s IT/Security team.

ReconOT Flow:

Crawls the
company’s
web sites

Performs
reverse whois
queries to
discover
additional
registered
domains

Queries
large-scale
internet
registries

Validates the
results using
a search
engine
mechanism

Reports all
external
facing IP
addresses of
the company

Prioritizes the list
of IP addresses
by incorporating
the data with
additional opensource threat
intelligence

Searches
for leaked
credentials on
public SVNs
and leaks
databases

Searches
for leaks
of internal
network
data and
metadata

Searches for
suspicious
posts on the
Darknet that
could be
related to the
organization

Searches
for leaked
documents,
IP, OT
project files

Searches for
malicious
files using
CUSTOMER
themes
and brand
impersonation

Delivers complete
reports of the
organizational
attack surface
along with
prioritized
mitigation steps
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ReconOT advantages for Industrial Organizations
ReconOT focuses on the industrial market and OT aspects, unlike other attack surface tools that mainly focus on IT.
ReconOT searches for OT related artifacts, such as leaked engineering stations project f iles and leverages an up-todate database of leaks f rom the Darknet. Taking advantage of OTORIO’s years of OT-security experience, ReconOT
leverages unique methodologies of exposure of sensitive data in public source control.
With ReconOT, OTORIO delivers detailed reports that are backed and reviewed by professional industry veterans
who f ine tune the f indings, provide context, and prioritize the required mitigation steps.

Sample Reports

About OTORIO
OTORIO delivers next-generation OT security and digital risk management solutions that ensure reliable, safe and efficient industrial
digitalization. The company combines the professional experience of top nation-state industrial cybersecurity experts with cutting edge
digital risk management technology to provide the highest level of protection to the critical infrastructure and manufacturing industry.
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